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Apr 19, 2020 @Orionhiero @RedSquareCat @JavaAuthor @groovedead @Instabot I have not talked
to the Console Center people, I am just saying, the only game changing feature in the Nintendo Switch
is the hand held game. It is a cool, fun, light weight controller. However, I would not call it the "game
changer" that its being hyped up.. They can't get enough money from their $60 PSN games that they
needed a new way to earn money.. There is nothing wrong with making a few new titles, but we need

to see some PS2 and SNES remakes before we can start calling it a game changer. The Switch is good,
but not great.. I feel as a Nintendo fan, the Switch is perfect, they should stick with this format. I don't
think you can ever stop Nintendo from coming up with new things, but they need to stay on the money

making games that they have been creating for years.. Because I feel as a Switch owner, that if
Nintendo will stick with the Switch system, it could be a perfect game system. We all like a large

number of games, but sometimes the $60 will add up.. There are some games worth it, but more often
than not, it will never be worth it. The $300 price is impossible to justify for a lot of games. I'm sure

they will add more games, but right now, it doesn't make sense to get the Switch just to add more
games... I do agree the Switch is a game changer in a lot of ways, but not in other ways. Nintendo

wants us to believe that this Switch system is for every one.. I just feel that there are so many games
out there that are worth $60 and PSN games are overpriced.. The Switch system is perfect, but there

are so many games out there that people need to realize. There are many games out there that are
worth every dollar.. Since I was a kid, I have always loved Nintendo, and for me, the best way to play
is with the Nintendo Switch. Since I have gotten the Switch, I must admit that there are better games

out there, but the Switch is great. Nintendo could never replace the Nintendo 64, but with the Switch, I
believe that Nintendo will surpass the GameCube.. The Nintendo Switch game has changed everything

in the portable game industry. It's always been great to have a
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